Vice s.r.l. is a young a dynamic company, producing and distributing chemical
products for the corrugated board industry. It was founded thanks to the tenacity
of two men, who believed in their dreams and created a project based on high
chemical skills and true love for their job.

S

teady and significant investments were carried out with the
aim to further develop the company. Since its foundation,
Vice s.r.l. increased its know-how, gained new market shares and
increased the number of employees. These people brought their
specific knowledge and creativity, and contributed to the growth
of the company. The corporate philosophy is focused on the
promotion of each specific skill, as well as on the detection of new
solutions to meet the needs of the complex global market of the
corrugated board.
This is a significant challenge, and more than satisfying results
were achieved in the years: Vice gained a leadership position in the
production and distribution of chemical products for the corrugated
board industry. To date, Vice covers 80% of the national market.
This led to an increase of the productive capacity and, during the
summer of 2016, the decision was made to move to a bigger site.
The transfer is expected to take place in the spring of 2017.
Vice s.r.l is a solid reality in the Italian market, and the next target
is to expand beyond the national borders. This is why, during the
last years, Vice has regularly attended international events such as
SinoCorrugated, CCE International, etc.
Vice is going to attend the Third Edition of CEE International in
Munich, in order to meet potential foreign partners to export its
range of chemical products for corrugated board beyond the Italian
border. The company has the potential to take this step.
Focusing on the relationships with its partners is a must for Vice:
this is achieved by providing direct support, ensuring a continuous
exchange of information, paying specific attention to the Client’s
needs and trying to satisfy their expectations.
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Attending CCE International in Munich for the second time is a great
opportunity to introduce some innovations in the chemical industry.
These innovations are in line with the environmental friendly
approach that Vice has been implementing since years.
The protection of the environment is a key value for Vice,
and corporate research is focused on raw materials with low
environmental impact and almost no dangerousness, if possible.
Vice was among the first companies to provide a broad range
of alternative solutions to powder borates in the corrugated
board industry.
The R&D department is committed to detect new solutions with
low environmental impact, and the company is very proud of its high
skilled technicians and well-equipped internal laboratories.
Vice is a point of reference for competitors and this provides a
stimulus to further research and increase experience in the field.
Despite its steady evolution, the paper and cardboard packaging
industry requires further stimulus. There is still so much to be done
and we are aware that our chemical solutions may significantly
contribute to this end.
Looking carefully at Vice, you understand that a great company
is not necessarily a big company; what makes a company great
is its ability to detect new needs and requests from the market.
Such needs shall be interpreted as starting points to conquer new
ambitious targets within the framework of the global competition,
which leads us to go beyond our limits.
Study, research and innovation are the keywords of Vice, a highskilled company whose know-how characterizes the ‘Made in Italy’
throughout the world.

We help your ideas bloom
For over 15 years we are specialised in the research, production
and commercialisation of chemical additives for the industry. We
analyse and study every single production process by providing
a range of skills and services that make every product the
tailored solution.
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Chemicals for corrugated board:
Biocides, liquid borax, rheological adjuvants and rheology
stabilisers, resins, and polymers to increase the mechanical
properties of the corrugated board in wet or dry environment,
defoamers, deaerating agents, barriers, wetting agents, detergents,
lubricants, antistatics, antiscales.

